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and another GOTO
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all over the place	

but up to the minute



“when it is stored”
records	


“Science has provided the swiftest 

communication between individuals; it has 

provided a record of ideas and has enabled 

man to manipulate and to make extracts from 

that record so that knowledge evolves and 

endures throughout the life of a race 

rather than that of an individual.”
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from past to future
swords into ploughshares	


extending, storing, consulting	


"A record if it is to be useful to science, 

must be continuously extended, it must be 

stored and above all it must be consulted."!

!

& indexing	


"Our ineptitude in getting at the record is 

largely caused by the artificiality of systems 

of indexing."

6

Ted Nelson  

Tim Berners-Lee  
CERN



indexing ineptitude?



the library	

history	


properties 

transformation
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what's the model?
"a sort of mechanized private file and library" --Bush                          !

!

9

"[T]he library of the future."    — J.R. Licklider, 1965!

"[T]he Internet ... is a library.” —Frances Cairncross, The Death of Distance,1997      !

“Library of libraries”                             —George Steiner, Grammar of Creation, 2001	


"[T]he web is a global library  produced by millions of people"  
                                    — Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks, 2006 !

"In the beginning, the Web was a library” — Abelson, &c., Blown to Bits, 2008 !

"Most of the world's information is not online. It's offline, in 

books, on shelves."                       — Google representative, 2009	
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the right model?
!

"The Internet is a 

library with all the 

books on the floor." !

--Librarian's Guide  
to Cyber Space	


!

!

!

10
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libraries are ...
all or nothing:	


collections? 	


"the collection of data and observations, … 

into the general body of the common record"

11

or selections?  

"the prime action of use is selection …  

and here we are halting indeed."

Yet, until recently 
conservation 
remained expensive, 
search was difficult 
and access limited. 
The costliness of 
continuous 
preservation forced 
us to carefully 
consider the trade-
offs of retention 
and deletion. Only 
records viewed as 
important and 
valuable were kept. 
Libraries were 
expensive 
undertakings, 
requiring experts to 
keep the books in 
good order.11 Our 
grandparents had 
their photo taken 
only at special 
occasions; and our 
parents would film 
us with Super 8 for 
short takes only, 
due to the cost of 
film.!

—Mayer-Schönberger!

The “default” Mayer-Schönberger seeks should not be in 
remembering or forgetting, but differentiating. The 
responsibility, then, would be shifted back to the human being 
as the caretaker of “societal” information. If this were 
addressed, surveillance would be less of an issue, as the 
information stored and searched would be cultivated. —Ryan
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collection ambitions
Alexandrian fixation 

"These Libraries in a few years, will be full 

and compleat, being furnished, not only with 

all the valuable and usefull Old Books in any 

Art of Science, but also with all the 

valuable New Books, so soon as every they are 

heard of or seen in the World."!

--James  Kirkwood, An Overture for  Founding and Maintaining of 

Bibliothecks in Every Paroch  Throughout This Kingdom, 1699

12
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... and obligations
preservation	

An Overture for  Founding and Maintaining ...!

organization  
"to organize the world's information"	


access	

!

& funding

13



the library 

history	

properties 

transformation
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stored writings
Ebla (Syria) c 2250 bce	


Babylon (Iraq) c 1790 bce, 15,000 tablets  
Hammurabi	


Nineveh (Iraq) c. 650 bce, 31,000 tablets  
Ashurbanipal;  destroyed 612 bce 	


15

"as early as the second millennium BCE the 
Chinese had ... means of organizing and 
storing their written records."!

--Helliwell, 1998 

Oracle Bones  
Anyang, c1100 bce  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what's stored
a distinction of significance? 	


• Ebla: accounts, lists, etc.	


• Nineveh: Gilgamesh	


See the tablet-box of cedar,!

Release its clasp of bronze!!

Lift the lid of its secret,!

Pick up the tablet of lapis lazuli and read out!

The travails of Gilgamesh!

— The Epic of Gilgamesh  
(Penguin, 2003, trans. Andrew George)	


16
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the archetype
Alexandria	

"[T]he Ptolomies "sought to make their capital 

the cultural center of the Greek world ... what  

they couldn't buy...commandeered...confiscated"!

 — Casson, Libraries of the Ancient World, 2000	


a "public" library c. 300 b.c.e	


490,000 in main library ; 42,800 in "daughter"	


"Anthony gave the 200,000 books in the library 

of Pergamum ... as a gift."

17

Ptolemy I  
368-282  

Ptolemy II  
308-246  

Ptolemy III  
284-222  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Islam
Bayt al-Hikma, Baghdad, 9th century	


("The House of Wisdom")	


"Whoever wanted was at liberty to copy any 

book he wished to copy, or whoever required to 

read a certain book could do so." !

--James Thompson, The Medieval Library, 1939	


mathematics, astronomy, medicine, chemistry, zoology, 
geography 	


a mandate to translate
18

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Westfall_Thompson
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Europe
religious foundations	


Humbert de Romanis (c1194-1277)	


dry, well ventilated, ample shelving, subject 

categories, catalogue, titles on spines; up to date, 

selling old and duplicates to buy new; regular hours; 

"reference" book chained, others portable; loans 

recorded	


Trithemius (15 - 16th cent)	


Mazarin (17th cent)

19
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state libraries
Paris (Charles V, 1338-1380)	


Beijing (Ming Dynasty, 15c)	


Florence (Cosimo de Medici, 1389-1464)	


Vatican (15th century)	


Escorial (16th century)	


20
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public-private overlap 
the “information master”	


“At the upper-end is a fair Room, wherein the 
Papers of State are kept; particularly those of 
the Administration of Cardinal Mazarin and his 
own Accounts, when he was in Employment.  These 
make up many hundred Folio’s.  The Manuscript 
Library … contains 6,6100 Volumes.”!

—Martin Lister,  FRS,1698	


21

Jean-Baptiste 
Colbert  

1619-1683

143 references in Encyclopédie
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palace  
to museum  

to library  to ...
British museum (dept of printed books), 1753	


Old Royal Library  (Geo II,  acquired 1757)	


"the British Museum ... adding to each at the public 
expense, those articles that are wanting ... by 
purchasing all the books of character ...  They might 
be classed in centuries, according to the dates of 
their publication, and catalogues printed of them and 
the manuscripts... a complete apparatus of a course 
of mathematics, mechanics, and experimental 
philosophy."!

--Tobias Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, 1771	


King's Library (Geo III,  65,000 vols acquired 1823)
22
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LoC
1800 - library, c. 3,000 books	


1814 - destruction	


"I learn from the newspapers that the 

vandalism of our enemy has triumphed over 

science as well as the arts" -- Jefferson!

1815 sale of Jefferson's library 	


          6,487 books; $23,950	


1851 fire destroys 35,000 books	


1897 Thomas Jefferson building

23

another 
anniversary!

August 24, 1814
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for the public
smaller scale	

Cheetham, England, 1653  
(first public library)	


Cranston Library, Reigate 1701  
(first public lending library)	


Coffee-House libraries, 18th century	


"Few, indeed, but crowned and mitred heads ... 
were able to procure a number of books 
sufficient to merit the appellation of a 
Library; and even the boasted libraries of 
princes and prelates, were such, as are now 
easily exceeded by every private collection."

24
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19th century
Beijing libraries and bun shops 	


Mudie's Select Library	


Mechanics subscription libraries	


Tabard Inn 5 ¢ Booklover's Library	


!

bibliothekswesens	


1953 rental libraries: 600 million circulations  
(20 times the circulation of public libraries)

25

Mechanic's !
Institue, SF

Tabard Inn !
bookcase



the library 

history 

properties	

transformation

media 

organization 

selection 

status 

funding
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pressed in clay?
time-binding	

He came a far road, was weary, found peace,!

and set all his labours on tablets of stone!

...!

See the tablet box of cedar,!

Release its clasp of bronze!

Lift the lid of its secret!

Pick up the tablet of lapis lazuli and read out!

the travails of Gilgamesh, all that he went through!

--Gilgamesh,3000 bce  
[trans Andrew George]

27

media
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new technologies
Lyceum [Greece]	

(Aristotle)	


!

Pergamum  
[Turkey] 	

(c 197 bce)  
200,000 scrolls	


!

Alexandria	

430,000 volumes

28
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another revolution
questions of preservation	


1145, Roger of Sicily ordered all charters on paper 
to be copied to parchment then destroyed	


1248, paper accepted by the notaries of Languedoc	


enduring suspicion 	

"The written word on parchment will last a 

thousand years.  The printed word is on 

paper.  How long will it last?  The most you 

can expect of a book of paper to survive is 

two hundred years.  Only time will tell."

29

media
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different techniques

30

different tactics  
time-binding to space-binding	


!

!

!

!

!

!

locks:  "lots of copies keeps stuff safe"
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organizing books
size	


alphabetical  
Zenodotus c248 bce	


subject	

Callimachus c240 bce  
"μέγα βιβλίον μέγα κακόν"	

!
big catalogues	

Registrum Anglie de Libris Doctorum et Auctorum (13th cent)	


Conrad Gesner, Bibliotheca Universalis ... omnium scriptorum 
in tribus linguis ...1545

31

organize
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cataloguing

systems of classification	


Library of Congress   
Thomas Jefferson --Denis Diderot -- Francis Bacon	


!

Dewey [Dui] Decimal	


32

Edward Gibbon  
1737-1794

Melvil Dewey  
1851-1931
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selection
Alexandria	


Aristophanes c195 bce 	


Aristarchus  c153 bce	


scholarly editions 
editorial commentary

33

selection
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"Even for studies, where expenditure is most honorable, [developing 

libraries] is justifiable only so long as it is kept within bounds.  What 

is the use of having countless books, and libraries whose mere titles their 

owners can scarcely read through in a whole life time?  The mass of them 

does not instruct but rather burdens the student; and it is much better to 

surrender yourself to a few authors than to wander through many.  Forty 

thousand books were burned at Alexandria; let someone else praise this 

library ... as did Titus Livius, who says that it was the most 

distinguished achievement of the good taste and solicitude of kings.  There 

was no "good taste" or "solicitude" about it, but only learned luxury--no, 

not even learned, since they had collected the books, not for the sake of 

learning, but to make a show, just as many who lack even a child's 

knowledge of letters use books, not as the tools of learning, but as 

decoration for the dining room."             	


justifiable

34
--Seneca, De Tranquillitate Animi c. 63
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breaking bounds?

!

"We have collected in 3 volumes 20,000 

noteworthy facts." !

--Pliny the Elder!

Natural History  c. 77-79 CE!

!

Domitius Piso: thesauros oportet esse, 

non libros

35
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encircling

36
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circling around 
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status
"Libraries are the Memory of Mankind"!

--Goethe !

"Reserves against a spiritual winter"!

--Yourcenar	


!

Babylon, Pergamum, Alexandria, Syria, Tripoli, ... 

Sarajevo, Baghdad, Timbuktu ...

38
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obligations

39

a public good	


acquisition by ... 	


pillage	


deposit	


purchase	


public funds -- public libraries act (UK 1850)	


philanthropy -- (Carnegie libraries)	




the library 

history 

properties 

transformation
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new media
Notes & Queries, 1854, 1855

41

media
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Bush’s inspiration 

loom

vacuum 
tube

transistor

chip

clock

logarithm

mill/store

governors

camera

typewriter

movie  
camera

automobile

telephone  
exchange

thermionic 
tube

Leibniz

Babbage

Vo(co)der

Consider a future device for individual use, which 
is a sort of mechanized private file and library. It 
needs a name, and, to coin one at random, "memex" 
will do.
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ploughshares  
before swords?

Otlet, documentalism, & the Mundaneum

43

google.com/cultural institute

Paul Otlet  
1868-1924
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Otlet’s dream

“un Trésor et un 

instrument”!

Traité de Documentation: Le Livre 

sur le Livre, Théorie et Pratique, 

1934
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origins?
collection or selection	

“The external make-up of a book, its format and the personality of 

its author are unimportant provided that its substance, its 

sources of information and its conclusion are preserved and can be 

made an integral part of the organization of knowledge, an 

impersonal work, created by the efforts of all … the ideal … would 

be to strip each article or each chapter in a book of whatever is 

a matter of fine language or repetition or padding and to collect 

separately on cards whatever is new and adds to knowledge.”             !

--Paul Otlet, Selected Essays

45
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digital liberation
the age of information	

"Information wants to be free" !

--Stewart Brand	


"filosofar vuol esser libero"!
 -- Galileo ...	


"libertas philosophandi"!

--Alcinous, Kepler, ...	


46

media
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freedom to search

1988 —  WAIS	


1990 —  Archie	


1992 — Veronica (Gopher)	


1994 — Lycos	


1995 —  Alta Vista, Yahoo	


1996 — Inktomi, Bomis	


1997 —  Ask Jeeves	


1998 — Overture (aka GoTo.com)
47

http://GoTo.com
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yet another hierarchical officious oracle

real change?

to organize the world's information

“artificiality of systems of 
indexing … the human mind … 
operates by association” —Bush
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limits to liberation?
project gutenberg	


Michael Hart	


University of Illinois, 1971	


store, search, circulate	


!

49

Pan --Knut Hamsun	

And the huntsman is myself, and she will give me a glance of her eyes 
that I may understand. And when she comes, my heart knows all, and no 
longer beats like a heart, but rings as a bell. I lay my hand on her.	


"Tie my shoe-string," she says, with flushed cheeks. …	


The sun dips down into the sea and rises again, red and refreshed, as if it 
had been to drink. And the air is full of whisperings.	


selection
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no probs

50
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selection

selection

[T]he first version, by W.W. 

Worster (Knopf, 1921), was 

bowdlerized, all the expressly 

erotic elements, however innocuous, 

having been deleted.

51
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before my time

52
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control or freedom?
"A record if it is to be useful to 

science must be continuously extended, .. 

stored .. consulted ... The camera 

hound ... wears on his forehead a lump 

little larger than a walnut ... every 

time [the scientist] looks at something 

worthy of the record, he trips the 

shutter!

--Vannevar Bush, "As We May Think," 1945	


53

obligations
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old tradeoffs
Morse paradox	

"The record of intelligence is made in a 
permanent manner!
...!
!
Communications are secret to all but the 
persons for whom they are intended."!
!

— Morse to Congress	


“Presumably man's spirit should be elevated 

if he can better review his shady past and 

analyze more completely and objectively his 

present problems.”

54

— Bush

Bush states that “man's spirit should be elevated if 
he can better review his shady past,” but he, like 
Morse, does not take into account the fact that it 
would not only be he who could review it.  —Ciara
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price of freedom?
and should we worry?!
"You have zero privacy.... Get over it!" !

--Scott McNealy, Sun Microsystems	


!

"If you have something you don't want anyone 

to know, maybe you shouldn't be doing it in 

the first place."!

--Eric Schmidt, Google

55

obligations

trade secrets?

[T]hose who find information valuable economically 
will find a way to track personal information 
despite any legal restrictions.  —Kiyana
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radical response?
"For almost all of human history, most of what 

humans experienced was quickly forgotten. Today, 

however, retention of digital data is 

(relatively) easy and cheap. As a consequence, 

and absent other considerations, we keep rather 

than delete it. ... I propose that we shift the 

default when storing personal information back 

to where it has been for millennia, from 

remembering forever to forgetting over time." !

--Victor Mayer-Schönberger, "Useful Void," 2007

58

obligations
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transitory pleasures?

59

Snapchat …. By using law to mandate software writers to 
automatically delete content after a certain time 
frame, it would give the ability for companies to store 
and move data just like you would reorganize and shred 
content out of a cabinet after a few years in corporate 
America.  —Johnny Li	
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who stores?

However, this connection is a function of our society rather 
than search and storage technology itself. —Shannon
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your view
no link in the first place - 1	


impossible to break - 28  
intrinsic, inherent, necessary	


institutional power, commercial power,  
individual weakness, collective failing, national failing	


possible to break - 14	


self-control, legal mandate	


unlikely	


unwise

61

The commercial internet has to a significant degree been built on storage and 
search. So has the NSA.  Using Bush and Mayer-Schönberger (and perhaps Morse 
and Babbage), argue whether it is or isn't possible to break the link between 
storage and search, on the one hand, and surveillance, on the other.

While his 
proposition 
amounts to a 
relatively easy 
fix and would 
drastically 
reduce the amount 
of compromising 
data floating 
about, people 
would still be 
willing to give 
away this sort of 
data for free, 
probably in 
return for a 
service(i.e. 
social 
networking), 
because they 
don’t truly grasp 
what surveillance 
structures like 
the NSA can 
accomplish.!

—Nikhil
sacrificing safety in the name 
of privacy is a difficult 
choice to make. —Gabe
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coming up

62


